
Open iT, Inc. is a leading provider of software asset management tools, used by a wide range of companies to re-
duce the cost and complexity of managing corporate hardware and software assets. Many engineering, design, and 
research disciplines utilize powerful application software. Open iT management software helps ensure maximum 
utilization and ROI of these valuable assets. Open iT is the first partner of ANSYS® for software usage monitoring 
and reporting. 

The Open iT Analyzer for ANSYS Software Professional is a powerful tool designed to deliver accurate and  
reliable ANSYS usage monitoring and reporting to give managers an overview on how their engineering simulation 
software are being used across the organization.

Analyzer for ANSYS Software Pro is intended for IT managers, System Administrators or CAE users who need to  
create standard usage reports per user, per product or per group through a simple yet effective reporting interface. 

Components and Features
Analyzer for ANSYS Software Pro utilize Reporting Server for reporting. Reporting Server is Open iT’s reporting tool 
with proprietary database that can generate both historical and real-time usage reports.

Analyzer for ANSYS® Software
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Key Features & Benefits 

• Enterprise-wide ANSYS 
usage data collection  
Live data is collected and 
used in reports so managers 
can easily see how their IT 
assets are being used across 
the organization

• On-demand and periodic 
reporting capability 
Standard report templates 
for instant reporting while 
scheduled reports are 
generated automatically at 
configurable intervals

• Easy import into Excel 
All reports can also be viewed 
in Microsoft® Excel™ with a 
single click

• Facilitate pay-per-use and 
chargeback process 
Generate usage reports 
grouped by user groups, 
departments or cost centers 
as basis for cost allocation
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Real-time License Monitor
The License Monitor feature provides 
a complete, real-time overview of soft-
ware usage, detailing when and by whom  
licenses are used, from an enterprise 
view down to a single user. It then allows 
a quick comparison of users, product and 
feature usage. ►

Status Monitor
Product Status shows vendor  
license information and license server’s  
connection status with the Open iT   
server. 

Feature Expiry shows feature informa-
tion such as its vendor license, feature 
name, version, and its expiration date. This 
is useful to get a snapshot of license va-
lidity for all your products, and to avoid a 
situation where no license is available for 
applications, particularly for those that are 
mission-critical. ►



Open iT Software tools that analyze and 
optimize your IT resources:

LicenseAnalyzer™
Provides an enterprise view of software 
applications enabled by license 
managers, showing when and by whom 
they are used over time, by location, 
business unit or project group. Enables 
chargeback accounting, usage-based 
license agreements, accurate workflow 
analysis and optimal license usage.

LicenseOptimizer™
Monitors activity levels for installed 
applications and can free up unused 
licenses for active users on high priority 
projects, delivering extremely targeted 
license management.

SystemAnalyzer™
Measures CPU, memory and I/O usage 
for all applications, users, and hosts, as 
well as application usage and inventory 
for PC’s and workstations. Permits 
fine-tuning of machine capacity and 
chargeback or usage accounting for a 
variety of system-wide IT functions.

StorageAnalyzer™
Delivers an overview of disk and 
backup data, enabling optimal data 
storage management. Shows trends 
and potential capacity problems and 
provides an accurate basis for charging 
for data storage services. 

ApplicationTracker™
Monitors activity levels of all 
applications on Windows and Unix 
platforms. Includes an independent 
licensing method system that can run 
without using wrappers.

UsageAnalyzer™
Tracks keyboard and mouse activities to 
find inefficient computer user patterns 
and to monitor activity levels of user/
hosts and applications. 

*Supports Unix and Windows platforms.
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Get Started

Flexible Reporting
Create advanced drilldown reports with unmatched flexibility and detail, or easily create recurring reports 
that are automatically created daily, weekly, monthly, etc. The reports are web-based, enabling you to easily  
integrate your favorite reports in the corporate intranet portal, distribute them by email, or simply open them up in  
Microsoft® Excel™ with a single click for further massaging and analysis. 

Reports can be presented visually with easy to-understand graphs and charts; and/or presented in detailed tabular 
reports with information such as product, application, feature, user name or host name. Below are sample reports 
from Analyzer for ANSYS Software Professional:

Open iT Software Suite

The Open iT Software Suite is a client/server based solution containing  
reporting tool mechanisms. The Open iT Core Server is the central hub for data  
collection, storage and processing. It receives collected usage data from optional 
client modules, which are installed on areas of the IT infrastructure targeted for  
usage monitoring. Processed data is then made available by the Core Server to the rest  
of the Open iT system for reporting and asset management purposes. 

Open iT offers both On-premise and Cloud-based SAM solution to meet our  
customer’s specific network architectural needs and requirements.

Modular composition of the Open iT Software Suite 

Open iT is an indispensable tool for monitoring  
and managing our data resources.                                           

Ole Preben Berget, Statoil                                            
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